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Sport and exercise: the public health challenge

John Dryden, in his poem, *To my honoured kinsmen*, writes: “The wise for a cure on exercise depend”. This is good advice that the NHS is only just beginning to take seriously.

Current policy has rightly focused its attention on improving services to treat the big killers: coronary heart disease, stroke, and cancer. The challenge to reduce premature mortality from these diseases is huge—for example, the National Service Framework on Coronary Heart Disease, published earlier this year, has created a blueprint both for improving quality of services (from prevention to palliative care), and for improving access to these services across the country.

In the drive to modernise the NHS more emphasis is being placed on the important role that prevention and early intervention can play. Many are aware of the risk to health from smoking, but far fewer realise that the relative risk from physical inactivity is of a similar order. People who are physically inactive carry twice the risk of coronary heart disease and three times the risk of stroke as their more active counterparts.

If it is to bring continued health benefits, physical activity needs to be embedded in the daily lives of many more people. Six out of ten men and seven out of ten women in England, between the ages of 16–74, are not physically active enough to benefit their health. The recently published National Diet and Nutrition Survey of 4–18 year olds has shown that children are becoming less active. About 40% of boys and 60% of girls spent, on average, less than an hour a day in activities of at least moderate intensity and therefore failed to meet our recommendation for young people’s participation in physical activity.

Moreover, participation in physical activity—such as, sports and walking, is strongly related to household income. However, this association between socioeconomic group and physical activity is partly offset by the higher levels of occupational activity in manual social classes. As a result, approximately 50% of men in social classes IV and V do not meet current recommendations in levels of physical activity, compared to two thirds of men in classes I and II.

Overall, the picture for women is worse. In social classes IV and V, nearly 80% of women fail to achieve the recommended level of physical activity. Although activity levels in class I are not significantly different, levels for social classes II and non-manual III are slightly higher.

Physical activity must be one of the most undervalued interventions to improve public health. Its benefits are great. Physical activity is closely associated with better health and reduced all cause mortality, including reduced mortality from coronary heart disease, stroke, colon cancer, and reduced fatality after a heart attack. Exercise helps to reduce blood pressure and hypertension, and can protect against the development of type II diabetes mellitus. It is a vital component of weight control. Weight bearing activity helps to maintain bone mass density and to reduce the risk of osteoporosis; and physical activity generally helps with improved balance, coordination, and endurance in older people. It has an important role in helping people to manage chronic conditions—such as, asthma and arthritis. It also has psychological benefits, including improved self esteem, and lower risk of mild to moderate depression. It is not surprising that exercise has been described by Professor Jerry Morris, one of the great figures in public health in the last century (and now in his nineties), as “the best buy in public health for the West”.

Although the evidence of benefit, which has accumulated steadily over the past 10 years, is now compelling, some health professionals have not kept up with the developments in sport and exercise science. Few undergraduates receive any training in sport and exercise science during their medical training. It is small wonder that they feel ill equipped to give sound advice. Few exercise and sports science graduates are employed in the NHS. This is a challenge for health professionals. We need to be better equipped to meet the challenge of overcoming existing barriers to physical activity, both by simply extolling its virtues—telling people that it is good for them—and by helping with the practical provision of high quality, cost effective, and accessible programmes.

This is particularly important in addressing the socioeconomic gradient. There is evidence to show that the availability of accessible and affordable facilities is a major factor in the levels of physical activity among different groups. This is especially true for older adults.

But there are also wider influences: the fear of crime, which may deter some people from travelling; public transport strategies, which may deter people from walking or cycling; and the location of retail facilities, which may encourage rather than discourage car use. A policy to promote physical activity also needs to address factors such as these.

Primary health care professionals should see the promotion of physical activity as an integral part of their responsibilities. There have been several attempts to build these new responsibilities into a coherent and sustainable plan. Not all have been successful, but many are increasingly deserving of support. General practitioner referral schemes offer an opportunity to link public health and exercise, and to bring together the patient, the exercise professionals, and the health professionals in a partnership for better health.

I believe that the opportunities which exist in primary care for exercise promotion are gradually being recognised and exploited by the exercise science community. Some months ago, King called for primary care advice on physical activity to be given in conjunction with referral to appropriate community organisations, in order to facilitate long term increases in exercise participation rates. It is a view I share because it recognises the significance of multiagency collaborative working in public health. A good example of such joint working is a project to offer “exercise on prescription” in the Oldham area. This project was established in 1996 between Oldham Education and Leisure Services and West Pennine Health Authority, and Oldham Primary Health Care Teams, and is still in progress today. The scheme provides people with tailored exercise programmes to benefit their own particular health needs.

If we as health professionals must face a challenge, so must those involved in exercise and sports science. As with any health promotion activity, we need more convincing evidence about what interventions work and how to influence behaviour, particularly amongst those who are most at risk from their sedentary lifestyle. Sport and exercise
Sports medicine training in the United States

Medical training in the United States, particularly sports medicine training, professes some very interesting facets and practice opportunities. The specialty of sports medicine is a relative newcomer in the United States having only been conceived in the 1970s. Before its conception, most sports medicine was accomplished by orthopaedic surgeons and general practitioners. Because of the increasing demands of athletics in the United States and the need for doctors who can treat the “whole” athlete, including but not limited to the bones, tendons, ligaments, and muscles, the Primary Care Sports Medicine (PCSM) doctor has become increasingly popular at universities and with professional teams and elite athletes. The training of such doctors will be discussed with the hope of acquainting others with our practices and exchanging ideas with our international colleagues.

Premedical education
The education process in the United States starts with 13 years of publicly or privately funded study (basic education). Once a student attains a degree from this basic education (a high school diploma), they may apply to a college or university for undergraduate training. After acceptance in an undergraduate programme, the student must designate a major field of training. For the student interested in medical school, this has traditionally been biology, microbiology, chemistry, or one of the other sciences. A newer trend in the United States for those not interested in making a career in the basic sciences should they be denied a place at medical school is to designate a major in a career oriented field such as exercise physiology, microbiology, athletic training, physical therapy, or the newly forming physical therapy/athletic training (PT/ATC) programmes. The last of these is a combination of both athletic training and physical therapy, allowing the student more choices and higher salaries when choosing a job. Physical therapy has traditionally been a well paid job, but there is at present an overabundance of physical therapists in many regions of the United States. Having athletic training certification yields a superior candidate for these higher paying physical therapy positions yet still allows them access to athletes and sports teams.

Medical education
There are two camps of thought on medical training in the United States: allopathic and osteopathic medicine. Allopathic medicine is the more traditional route, employing conventional interventions for diagnosis and treatment. Its graduates are referred to as medical doctors (MDs). Osteopathic medicine is an alternative approach to medical training employing hands on manipulation of the body to assist in diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal and medical problems. They probably have better musculoskeletal training during medical school than their allopathic counterparts, but these differences may even out in residency. These physicians are referred to as osteopathic doctors (DOs). To apply for either of these medical schools, the candidate must have at least a four year undergraduate degree and scored high on the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT). Typical scores are above the 80th percentile. Further criteria used to classify the large number of candidates for admission to medical school are grade point averages (individual grade point averages for science courses and courses required by the medical school are usually looked at separately), extracurricular activities, volunteer experiences (especially in the medical field), and any honours or awards. If the candidate meets the minimum acceptance criteria, they are given an interview with the faculty and staff of the medical school. At the interview, the candidate is asked questions about their desire to enter the medical field, motivations for career choices after medical school, and are assessed for their ability to communicate. Most medical schools assign numerical points to each area of the acceptance process and offer positions to the highest ranking candidates.

Once in medical school the student has specified curricula to attend. Many medical schools are adopting a problem based approach, which presents the student with a case through which they learn the areas of medicine (anatomy, physiology, pharmacology, social sciences, pathology, and others) and can apply it directly to a typical patient that they may encounter in practice. At most medical and osteopathic schools, the student is in the classroom the first two years with only limited clinical activities. The second two years are mostly clinically oriented in the setting of the hospital or office. Most schools allow elective rotations in those areas of interest for the medical student during this period. It is here that the
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student interested in sports medicine can become actively involved with the care of athletes. In addition to participating in an elective rotation in sports medicine, the student can also become involved by helping at sports physicals, observing sports medicine staff during sideline coverage, participating in research, etc. Rotations in orthopaedic surgery and/or primary care will also improve their chances of acceptance into a sports medicine programme. For an additional one to two years, some medical schools offer a Doctor of Medicine/Doctor of Philosophy (MD/PhD) or a Doctor of Osteopathy/Doctor of Philosophy (DO/PhD) degree. This is highly attractive to students interested in research in the medical field and makes them ideal candidates for a sports medicine fellowship. On completion of medical or osteopathic school, students receive their medical doctorate (MD) or osteopathic doctorate (DO) and are considered a physician.

Residency training
Before being allowed to practice medicine independently as general practitioners, doctors must complete at least one year of training at a primary care residency programme (some states require a minimum of two years but this is extremely rare). Most doctors apply for and complete a residency in a designated field of medicine, either primary care or specialty training. The first year of their designated residency is termed the internship and the doctor is called an intern. Primary care residencies consist of paediatrics, internal medicine, emergency medicine, family practice, etc. Most primary care programmes are three years (internship plus two years). Many offer fellowships in areas of interests such as adolescent medicine, geriatrics, and sports medicine for an additional one to two years of training. Primary care has the advantage of a broad range of medical knowledge allowing the doctor to care for the patient. It has an extensive range of practice opportunities and carries the designation of primary care physician (PCP) which allows the doctor to act as a gatekeeper of medical utilisation among many insurance companies and federal agencies. Specialty residency training includes general surgery, orthopaedic surgery, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, pathology, radiology, anaesthesiology, etc. These are generally five year residencies (internship plus four years). Many of the specialty fields have subspecialties, such as cardiology, endocrinology, pulmonology, urology, vascular surgery, thoracic surgery, plastic surgery, etc., requiring another application process and an additional training period. These are the most specialised and highest paying fields in medicine in the United States. MD and DO residency programmes are sometimes separate, but there is often intermixing of doctors among these programmes.

Sports medicine fellowships
Several of the primary care specialties offer fellowships in sports medicine for an additional one to two years of training. There is an additional application process involved. Again, separate allopathic and osteopathic fellowships do exist but there is often intermingling of doctors among the programmes. Acceptance in a sports medicine fellowship is generally based on previous sports medicine experience, extracurricular activities, electives, and career desires. It is generally very beneficial if the applicant has done an elective rotation with the programme. Most programmes are accredited by a national board (American Board of Medical Specialties or the American Osteopathic Association) but overseen by its smaller member boards. Accreditation of a sports medicine programme requires the programme to have a minimum number of hours preserved to maintain the fellow’s primary care training, a minimum number of hours of supervised sports medicine clinics with qualified personnel, have access to a broad range of specialists, as well as have exposure to numerous types of athletes. Specific learning objectives with respect to the athlete must also be met. These cover areas such as anatomy, physiology, biomechanics, pharmacology, nutrition, psychology, preventive care, conditioning and training, and management of injuries and illnesses. By graduating from an accredited programme, the resident is eligible for board certification in sports medicine (Certificate of Added Qualification) as overseen by its member board. Board certification is required at present for specialist reimbursement from most insurance companies and is favoured in teaching positions at accredited programmes. In the days of educated patients, board certified doctors will be actively sought out and those without certification will be rare (or very broke).

There are primary care programmes at present that are based in orthopaedic groups and are essentially designed to expand the groups sports coverage and reduce their office responsibilities by having a fellow for a very modest cost. Because they are not typically accredited programmes, these fellowships are ideal for the primary care resident whose career interests entail familiarity with sports injuries in their primary care practice, acquiring a position at an orthopaedic practice, or covering a few local sports teams. There are also fellowships in sports medicine designed for the resident trained in orthopaedic surgery. They generally teach the surgical approach to sports medicine and do not involve the numerous other areas of athletic care. The fellows are not board eligible in sports medicine when their fellowship is complete. This means essentially that insurance companies reimburse them at the same rate for their surgeries as their colleagues without fellowship training. They do not have an accrediting body, which means there are no curriculum requirements or standards for supervision. Completion of a fellowship at a well known programme, however, can significantly improve a candidate’s prospects at a desirable surgical sports medicine position allowing them to care for young healthy patients with few surgical complications and who are highly motivated to rehabilitate. It may rarely even involve team coverage as a head team doctor with a major sports team.

Practice positions
The PCSM fellow who is interested in maintaining qualifications in primary care and who would like to care for elite athletes will find job opportunities somewhat limited. Most job openings with this description are in academic fields, mostly residency programmes and fellowship programmes. A moderate number of positions are available in university student health clinics with promises of team coverage at the university and may include some sports medicine injury clinics. These are generally lower paying positions, have no call or inpatient requirements, and are not thought of by some to use the full training potential of the primary care doctor. There is an overabundance of positions for PCSM doctors in family practice settings, especially large groups, where their expertise is used to reduce the number of referrals to orthopaedic surgeons, curtail the number of unnecessary surgeries, and generate savings for the practice and insurance groups. The PCSM doctor may be able to charge as a specialist with some insurance companies under certain circumstances and still maintain their primary care status. Some orthopaedic surgery groups are very interested in hiring PCSM doctors to manage their non-surgical patients, perform presurgical clearances, expand team coverage, and sometimes to act as inpatient consultants. These are generally high paying jobs, but most do not use their primary care training enough to maintain their board certification and risk losing their PCP status.
Insulin-like growth factor in muscle growth and its potential abuse by athletes

Skeletal muscle is an inherently plastic tissue. There is evidence to suggest that muscles are constantly adapting both in quantity and quality to the changing functional demands imposed by the types and amounts of physical activity routinely performed. To date, the evidence suggests that, in adults, activity induced adaptations of skeletal muscle are orchestrated by local—that is, tissue level as opposed to systemic—mechanosensitive mechanisms, which appear to include a number of growth factors and hormones. Of particular recent interest is the growth hormone (GH)/insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) system. In the context of skeletal muscle, it is tempting for athletes to apply this knowledge to enhance muscle mass and hence function by artificially manipulating these systems. In some cases, this has led to simplistic notions that exogenous anabolic agents can be used to safely and effectively stimulate or augment muscle. Unfortunately, many of these attempts have been unsuccessful, and, in truth, they ignore our understanding of the integrated nature of physiological systems.

The circumstances that militate against this approach are severalfold. The first and most obvious problem with anabolic substances is that they are invariably non-specific. Agents that can stimulate muscle cells to hypertrophy will undoubtedly have effects on other cells and tissues as well—for example, the impact of growth hormone on prostatic hypertrophy. Secondly, just as the body is made up of tissues and organs that function as an integrated whole, so muscle is comprised of a number of different cell types which must also function in unison. For example, a treatment that stimulates muscle cells to hypertrophy must also recruit fibroblasts to strengthen the connective tissues that will transmit the force generated by the muscle cells, and must also act to enhance angiogenesis and mitochondrial function. In the absence of this coordination, one may actually “grow” less—that is, the normalised muscle mass was less in treated than untreated animals—the end result was less in treated than untreated animals—the end result of course being that the growth factor treated rats would actually be less well adapted to normal ambulatory activity than the rats that received no treatment at all.

In humans, attempts to augment muscle mass using IGF-I have had less dramatic impacts. In studies designed to overcome the loss of muscle in the elderly, the overall impact of experimentally increasing circulating IGF-I levels has been negligible. A 5-11 For example, in one study the investigators managed to double the circulating IGF-I levels in elderly subjects but found no effect on the rate of protein synthesis in muscles; nor was there any augmentation of strength. 11 In addition to this disappointing result, the supplementation of IGF-I in otherwise healthy—that is, GH normal—people is associated with (1) moderate to severe hypoglycaemia (it is after all insulin-like), 12 (2) decreased growth hormone secretion, 13 (3) a shift from lipid to carbohydrate oxidation for energy, 14 and (4) a general disruption of the insulin/glucagon system. 16 The issue of augmenting IGF-I is rendered even more complex interesting to sports medicine make educated and directed decisions. The road to becoming a doctor of sports medicine can be a long one (table 1), but for those interested in this field it can be a very fulfilling and lifelong career.
Transmission of cutaneous infections in athletes

Myriad dermatoses can affect athletes. One of the most common cutaneous manifestations of athletic activity are skin infections. Bacteria, viruses and fungi cause these infections. Many are contagious and may have serious ramifications for team practices and competitions. Knowledge of these infections facilitates implementation of rapid treatment and preventive measures to ensure the least disruption in daily team activities.

Several specific sports related dermatological conditions are caused by bacterial infection. Staphylococcal infection is the most common but streptococcal infection also commonly occurs. Both organisms may present as varying cutaneous infections, including impetigo, erysipelas, folliculitis and furunculosis. In general, they are relatively contagious to some degree. Impetigo, characterised by well defined, erythematous, yellow crusted, scaling plaques, and erysipelas, characterised by well defined, advancing, erythematous plaques, can be treated with topical warm soaks and oral antibiotics. Folliculitis presents as small follicular pustules that can be treated with topical or oral antibiotics. These bacterial infections occur in sports in which close personal contact occurs, including rugby, judo, and wrestling.

Furunculosis outbreaks, however, have been noted also in football and basketball athletes. One study showed that 25% of high school athletes in these sports developed furunculosis. Direct contact with furuncles was significantly associated with transmission, while exposure to equipment seemed to be less important in its transmission. Some authors, however, have suggested that athletic bags and wrestling mats may also facilitate transmission of the organisms. Rapid treatment and isolation of the affected athlete from other competitors is of major importance in decreasing the rapid spread of the bacteria. Other authors have suggested that if the incidence of infection is low, then bandaging techniques may be a reasonable means to prevent transmission.

If outbreaks continue within a team, the bacterial carrier status of the members can be evaluated by culturing crural and nasal passages, and appropriate treatment can be instituted.

The three main viral infections that affect athletes are verruca (warts), molluscum contagiosum, and herpes simplex. Verruca can occur on any skin surface and can be transmitted by direct contact, but shared showers and locker room floors may also act as reservoirs. Swimmers may be particularly susceptible to plantar verruca. Destroying verruca will help to prevent it from growing and possibly causing pain. Furthermore the destruction may decrease transmission of the virus to other members of the team. Athletes with plantar verruca should wear sandals while showering in shared facilities. Molluscum contagiosum presents similar problems for athletes. This disease is characterised by discrete, white to skin coloured papules, and can be found particularly in wrestlers. Molluscum contagiosum can be, through direct contact, quite contagious and should be promptly treated with destructive methods to decrease the transmission to other athletes.

Herpes simplex infection, known as herpes gladiatorum when identified in wrestlers, has been extensively reviewed. Herpes simplex may also be endemic in rugby players. Clinically the infection can appear as an erythematous plaque upon which are vesicles. These vesicles may rupture resulting in erosions. In a study of one wrestling camp, 34% of participants were infected with herpes simplex. It is primarily transmitted through skin to skin contact, and transmission through fomites is felt to be less important. Identifying infected athletes promptly and excluding them from direct contact with other wrestlers will help to halt epidemic occurrences.

Rapid administration of antiviral treatment may accelerate an athlete’s return to wrestling.
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Fungal organisms can also significantly impact on athletes. Tinea pedis can be characterised by scaling plaques in a moccasin-like distribution on the plantar surfaces on the feet, by interdigital maceration, or by discrete vesicles on the foot. Tinea pedis can affect many athletes because the causative organism thrives in warm and moist environments. Runners, skaters, and long-distance walkers may be particularly at risk. Affected athletes should be treated with antifungal agents and also wear protective footwear while using shared facilities to decrease transmission to other athletes. Athletes can also be infected with tinea corporis which is clinically characterised by well-defined, scaling, erythematous, occasionally annular plaques. This infection has been extensively reported in wrestlers and has been termed tinea gladiatorum, trichophytosis gladiatorum, and tinea corporis gladiatorum. The term tinea corporis gladiatorum seems to be the most descriptive but is not comprehensive as it excludes tinea capitis which is transmitted between wrestlers. Several studies have examined the epidemiology of tinea corporis gladiatorum in wrestlers. The frequency with which tinea corporis affects wrestling teams was found to range from 24% to 77% and varied with the methodology of each study. Two of these studies attempted to determine the incidence of tinea corporis in specific wrestling teams, both at the high school level. One study, prompted by an alert from a local health department, noted an epidemic affecting 75% of a high school team’s wrestlers, and the other, investigating a team without a known epidemic, found 24% of the wrestlers infected with tinea corporis. Wrestling teams, often aware of the potential difficulties associated with tinea corporis infection, fastidiously clean equipment and mats. Transmission of the fungal organism, however, is most likely primarily through skin to skin exposure and not through fomites. This suggestion is supported by two findings. First, most lesions of tinea corporis gladiatorum are located on the head, neck, and arms, which are the areas of most contact between two competing wrestlers. If wrestling mats played a larger role in transmission, one would expect more lesions on the lower extremities. Furthermore, attempts to culture organisms from mats have been unsuccessful. Athletes, particularly wrestlers and others subjected to extensive skin to skin contact, should be carefully examined before each practice and competition. Athletes with signs of tinea infection should be treated promptly with antifungal agents and should be removed from direct contact with other wrestlers if the infected area cannot be appropriately covered using bandaging techniques.

Skin infections, to varying degrees, are transmitted among athletes. In general, data support the fact that most cutaneous infections are caused by close skin to skin contact. Prevention of skin infection epidemics in sports’ teams is of paramount importance to avoid unnecessary morbidity and to minimise any disruption in team practices and competitions.
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